Hegel’s relation to Kant is often portrayed in terms of epistemic impatience. For W.H. Walsh, for example, whereas Kant seeks to ‘demonstrate that certain kinds of thing [cannot] be objects of human knowledge’, and thus that there are ‘limits to men’s cognitive aspirations’,¹ Hegel issues the ‘demand that thought be free to range unchecked wherever it chooses’ and claims the ‘Absolute’ as an object of human knowledge.² There are two flaws in this standard account. First, it underestimates the cognitive confidence of Kant’s project of a critique of pure reason. Central to this project is the idea that reason has the resources to adjudicate its own claims and thus to know itself. Second, it neglects Hegel’s conception of dialectic as the inner discipline of thought. I shall deal with each of these issues in turn. The first part of the paper examines the intellectual commitments entailed by the very idea of a critique of pure reason; the second part addresses the boundary-determining function of dialectic. A fuller understanding of what is meant by ‘critique’ and ‘dialectic’ should enable us not only to re-assess Hegel’s relation to Kant, but also to retrieve their shared conception of philosophical reflection as rational self-knowledge. The aim of this paper therefore is to highlight the common ground between the two projects, rather than emphasise their critical distance. I seek to show that Hegel shares Kant’s conviction that ‘philosophy consists in knowing its bounds’ (seinen Grenzen zu kennen),³ even though he accords such knowledge a different status from Kant.
How are we to understand Kant’s notion of a critique of reason? One well-known interpretation, offered by Strawson, takes its cue from the tradition of ‘classical empiricism’. On this view, Kant’s contribution is to show that our experience is more structured than the empiricists are willing to allow. The critique of reason is consequently understood as criticism of reason’s fraudulent claims to possess metaphysical knowledge. ‘The first task of philosophy is to set its own limits’, Strawson cautions. This appears to have an unmistakably Kantian ring. But, does it? On Strawson’s account, setting limits consists in identifying the boundary between knowledge and nonsense. This is done through the ‘principle of significance’, which stipulates that ‘there can be no legitimate, or even meaningful, employment of ideas or concepts which does not relate them to empirical or experiential conditions of their application’. This is an attractive reading that makes good sense of a key proposition defended in the Critique, namely that ‘thoughts without intuitions are empty’, or that a concept that is not related to an object of possible experience ‘has no sense (Sinn), and is entirely empty of content’.

However, Strawson’s interpretation is unsatisfactory in at least one respect. By interpreting Kant’s notion of an ‘empty’ thought as a meaningless thought, it places Kant in the invidious position of having to explain how meaning arises by the mere addition of sensible content. This would suggest that Kant is indeed an empiricist, seeking to derive the meaning of concepts from sensory input. But this is clearly not Kant’s position. Rather he insists that intuition and the understanding each make a distinctive and
irreducible contribution to our knowledge of objects: ‘thoughts without concepts are empty’ and ‘intuitions without concepts are blind’. In other words, we cannot claim that we know something unless that of which we speak conforms with the formal conditions of possible experience. Conversely, the unschematised categories are not meaningless, but merely lacking objective or, as Kant puts it, ‘determinate meaning’. This fits with his insistence that the categories are the basic functions or forms of thought of an object in general: ‘we cannot think an object save through categories’. He further clarifies that ‘for thought the categories are not limited by the conditions of our sensible intuition, but have an unlimited field’. It is precisely because the categories open up this unlimited field that we employ them in judgements that have no empirical content. We are thus tempted to apply the concept of existence to God, or that of substance to the soul. Whilst a desire to avoid getting entangled in such dialectical thickets may well motivate Strawson’s reading, I believe that there are grounds other than hermeneutic fidelity on which it should be resisted. The clean separation that Strawson proposes between Kant’s ‘analytical argument’ and the dark transcendentalism of the ‘synthetic a priori’ sets the stage for the fundamentally Humean conclusion, which Strawson elsewhere endorses, namely that there is no such thing as the reasons for which we hold our basic epistemic beliefs. Capitulation to this Humean position, however, leaves us with a problematic and unsatisfactory conception of the limits of rational reflection, which are treated as something essentially inexplicable, an unfathomable given that at the same time is responsible for the good running of the epistemic practices it determines. This is precisely, however, the position Kant sets out to refute in the Critique of Pure Reason.
On Kant’s view, the task of philosophy is not to set its own limits, but rather to know them.

As outlined in the Introduction and the two Prefaces to the *Critique of Pure Reason*, this task appears initially to raise contradictory demands. In the Introduction, Kant compares human reason to a light dove which, cutting through the air and feeling its resistance, imagines how much freer it would be in airless space. He then uses this metaphor to illuminate the problem with Plato’s attempt to transcend the ‘narrow limits’ (enge Schranken) of the world of sense and to employ his reason in the ‘empty space of pure understanding’, an environment that offers ‘no resistance’ but also ‘no support’ for thought. The meaning of these remarks seems clear: transcendent or speculative reasoning is frictionless and thus fruitless. It is surprising, then, that only a few pages earlier Kant claims that reason demands ‘by necessity and with every right’ to go beyond the bounds (Grenzen) of experience. What are we to make of this? We can understand Kant’s invocation of ‘necessity’ here as a reference to reason’s natural propensity to occupy itself with questions it cannot answer. It is less clear how we should interpret his invocation of reason’s ‘right’ to transcend the bounds of experience. If Kant is affirming this right, then he seems to be condoning what he elsewhere criticises. If, on the other hand, the critique is going to show that this right is usurpatory, then this is an unpromising start for reason’s criticism of itself, for how are we to trust the deliverances, critical or otherwise, of such a naturally wayward faculty? There is, however, a third option that explains both the need for a critique of reason and the conditions that make such critique possible. What Kant claims is that, its metaphysical proclivities
notwithstanding, reason actually has the resources to sustain normative reflection upon its own claims. To use one of Kant’s favourite metaphors, we could say that reason has the right to adjudge in its own tribunal. Contra Hume, then, Kant believes that reason is active in the sense that it is capable of critical self-reflection. Reason, he maintains, is not like a ‘pupil’ who indiscriminately copies his teacher’s words, but like a judge ‘who compels the witness to answer questions which he himself has formulated’. This has important implications for our understanding Kant’s conception of ‘limits’. Unlike Spinoza, Locke, Leibniz, or Hume, all of whom subscribed to a form of the claim that human reason is limited, Kant argues that human reason is self-limiting. The key claim here is that the limits of rational reflection are not something we discover, as if they were a brute fact of our human constitution, but rather something for which we account discursively. They are not the external hindrances that Plato sought to transcend, but rather rationally defensible ‘bounds’.

But what model of philosophical reasoning can provide knowledge of the bounds of rational reflection? Kant gives a revealing answer to this when he compares philosophical and mathematical reasoning. He contends that the latter is an inadequate model for the former. Mathematics, he argues, can ‘present (darstellen) the complete, original concept of a thing within the bounds of its concept’. ‘Bounds’ here means ‘precision’ in enumerating the characteristics or ‘marks’ (Merkmale) that give the complete concept. To have a definition of a concept, it is therefore necessary to know its ‘bounds’. Kant insists, however, that the completeness required for such a boundary-setting exercise is only achievable in mathematics. The reason lies in a basic difference between the two
disciplines, to which Kant frequently alludes, namely that, unlike philosophy, mathematics ‘constructs’ its concepts: the boundaries of a mathematical concept can be drawn precisely because the concepts into which it is analysed also make up, or ‘construct’ their object.\(^{19}\) With philosophy it is otherwise, for philosophy deals either with empirical or with \textit{a priori} concepts. The boundaries of empirical concepts are labile; they change as our knowledge of the object changes. Precision is, therefore, unobtainable.\(^{20}\) The boundaries of \textit{a priori} concepts, among which Kant includes the familiar metaphysical concepts of cause and substance, but also concepts such as right and equity, present a different problem. Kant claims that \textit{a priori} concepts admit of ‘exposition’ (\textit{Expositio}) only, which ‘the critic can accept as being up to a point valid, though still entertaining doubts as to the completeness of the analysis’.\(^{21}\) Apart from a desire to placate the critic, what are Kant’s reasons for arguing that \textit{a priori} concepts cannot be defined? Doesn’t reason after all have insight into what it produces after a plan of its own? Kant argues as follows:

I can never be certain that the clear representation of a still confused concept, has been completely developed, unless I know that it is adequate to the object. But since the concept of it, as it is given, can contain many obscure representations, which we overlook in our analysis although we always use them in our application of the concept, the completeness of the analysis of my concept is always in doubt.\(^{22}\)

The argument here is relatively straightforward: clarity in my representation of a concept is not a sufficient criterion for the adequacy of my definition of it. What is required is that the representation of a concept be adequate to its object. But we can only think the object
through the concept we seek to define, and in thus using the concept, we may well employ representations that do not appear in our ‘definition’. Kant’s claim about the impossibility of a complete definition thus allows him indirectly to make the point that what we really want to find out, namely how concepts enable us to think objects, cannot be given definitionally. Although Kant employs the Leibnizian-Wolffian vocabulary of conceptual analysis (clear/obscure, distinct/confused), he argues in effect that concepts are not simply ‘ideas’, which we can hold in our mind’s eye, inspect, and exhaustively define, but rather rules for mental acts. Their bounds, therefore, are not constructible a priori, like those of mathematical concepts, but neither revisable a posteriori, like those of empirical concepts. Rather they are determinable a priori by means of what he calls here ‘exposition’ and elsewhere ‘analysis’ (Zergliederung). Whilst these claims draw on theses defended in earlier stages of the critique, their significance here lies in the way Kant uses them to articulate the ‘how’ of philosophical reasoning, or what he calls the ‘method of knowledge through pure reason’. By abjuring the type of certainty and clarity identified with mathematical reasoning, Kant bids farewell, once and for all, to the Cartesian foundationalist project. The self-knowledge of reason, which as we know from the Preface is ‘the most difficult of all its tasks’, should not be understood therefore as a mutated Cartesian project that is guided by the ideal of a transparent grounding of metaphysical claims. Neither, however, should Kant’s position be seen as a retrenchment. It is rather a redeployment of philosophical reasoning, for Kant reclaims for reason the task of normative self-reflection that the empiricists had relinquished. This emerges clearly in Kant’s criticism of Locke whom he accuses of opening wide the doors to ‘enthusiasm’ (Schwärmerei). This accusation seems odd given that Locke explicitly
advises philosophical caution, and is, if anything, a cognitive pessimist. Kant, however, argues that Locke’s ‘recommendations of moderation’ are ineffectual because reason will not be kept within ‘limits’ (Schranken) ‘once it has authority on its side’. Kant’s argument is that because Locke identifies de facto limitations of human understanding, he fails to address the normative question of what can count as knowledge, and thus ultimately fails to answer the question ‘what can I know?’. It is this omission that opens the doors to enthusiasm.

To show that reason is capable of critical self-reflection, and thus that the task of self-knowledge of reason announced in the Prefaces is indeed possible, a defense is required of the model of philosophical reasoning just described. This would provide an account of the bounds of rational reflection by treating the question of the use and abuse of rational concepts. This account, I shall argue, is given in the Antinomy of Pure Reason. On Kant’s definition, ‘antinomy’ is the condition of inner conflict in which reason finds itself when it seeks to know the ‘unconditioned’. Kant gives four instances of such conflict that relate to ‘cosmological’ questions, such as, for instance, whether the world has a beginning in time or whether it is composed of simple substances. As is well-known, it is puzzling over this condition of inner conflict of reason that aroused Kant from his ‘dogmatic slumber and drove him to the critique of reason itself’. Unfortunately, few commentators share Kant’s estimation of the importance of the Antinomy. Bennett thinks it so ill-conceived that he finds himself constrained to acknowledge that ‘I cannot take seriously the title of Kant’s great masterpiece. Considered as a critique of pure reason, the Critique of Pure Reason is negligible’. Strawson, who also considers the argument a
failure, is nonetheless sympathetic to what he sees as the ‘demolition’ function of the Antinomy, which shows that key pieces of metaphysical reasoning are what Kant calls houses of cards (Kartengebäude). One of the few fully to recognise the importance of the antinomy is Allison, who interprets it as a type of transcendental argument that reveals the incoherence of a cosmological idea that ‘both purports to refer and explicitly exempts itself from the conditions under which reference is possible’.28 The advantage of Allison’s reconstruction is that it makes perspicuous Kant’s argument against ‘transcendental realism’, which ‘dogmatically’ presupposes that objective reality is a given. However, the claim that we cannot know something without being in possession of the conditions of its knowability hardly seems worth the trouble of the elaborate construction of four antinomies. I shall argue that although the antinomy is indeed supposed to provide indirect support for the central epistemic thesis of the Critique, it fulfils another important task that Allison overlooks: antinomial reasoning is the means by which reason gains self-knowledge.

In the Preface to the B edition, Kant gives us an important clue for how we should read the Antinomy. He argues that the deduction is merely the ‘first assessment of our rational cognition a priori’ and that only with the antinomy are we able to carry out a ‘cross-check’ (Gegenprobe) of the results of the deduction.29 Kant compares his procedure in constructing the antinomies to that of the natural scientist who sets up an experiment and assures his readers that the ‘attempt to think’ the objects of pure reason ‘will provide a splendid touchstone’ of the new method of thinking, that we can know a priori of things only ‘what we ourselves have put into them’.30 The problem with these assurances, of
course, is that because what is to be tested in this case is a method of cognition a priori, we cannot appeal to experience as can ‘those who study nature’. What is then the touchstone that will furnish the Gegenprobe of Kant’s theory? Kant describes it as follows: ‘if we now find that there is agreement with the principle of pure reason when things are considered from this twofold standpoint [i.e. as appearances and as things in themselves], but that an unavoidable conflict of reason with itself arises with a single standpoint, then the experiment decides for the correctness of that distinction’. It would seem, then, that the ‘splendid touchstone’ invoked earlier is none other than the principle of contradiction, which reason itself supplies and with which our ‘attempt to think’ the objects of pure reason must necessarily comply. It is by testing the possibility of agreement and conflict of reason with itself that the mere ‘attempt to think’ something functions as a Gegenprobe.

The question now is whether contradiction can yield any positive results. That Kant intends the Antinomy to yield positive results is stated clearly in the promise that transcendental philosophy can satisfy all our enquiries: ‘among all speculative cognition, transcendental philosophy has the special property that there is no question at all dealing with an object given by pure reason that is insoluble by this very same human reason’. The antinomies are presented therefore as an advance over earlier attempts at speculative cognition. Whereas traditional metaphysics has failed to solve the cosmological puzzles treated in the antinomies, Kant will show that they are soluble. His strategy is to show that it is not faulty reasoning that causes the problem, but a faulty assumption that underpins such reasoning. What is this faulty assumption? In Allison’s interpretation,
what is assumed is simply the truth of ‘transcendental realism’, or that appearances are things in themselves. Whilst this is a position that we are indeed asked to discount at the end of the Antinomy, it cannot be the assumption that motivates the antinomial conflict. As Walsh points out, this is because it is either trivially wrong (an appearance is not a thing in itself), or wrong only if we are already convinced of the truth of transcendental idealism. In either case, the Antinomy cannot be thought of as providing a genuine touchstone for the new method of thinking. There is, however, another assumption shared by both the thesis and the antithesis perspectives. We can identify this common assumption, if we follow the interpretative line originally proposed by Sadik Al-Azm who interprets the antinomies with reference to the Leibniz/Newton dispute set out in Leibniz’s correspondence with Clarke. In the correspondence, the dispute is presented as a disagreement about the application of the principle of sufficient reason to which both parties subscribe. Both Leibniz and Clarke agree that without the principle ‘that nothing happens without a reason why it should be so and not otherwise’ no metaphysical propositions could ever be demonstrated. Yet what for one counts as a sufficient reason is for the other a reason to prolong the search for it. The problem is generated by the principle of sufficient reason itself. It is a substantive principle masquerading as a formal one: it does not stipulate that for every event there is a cause, but rather that there is a ‘reason’ that exhaustively determines the result and is immediately recognisable as such. Kant harnesses the inherent ambiguity of this principle to show that whilst both parties assume that there is a state of affairs that fully justifies their respective positions, thus bringing the enquiry to a close, they fail to agree about what it is that has this explanatory power. The resulting conflict is thus genuinely immanent, for it arises from a hitherto
uncontested principle of metaphysical reasoning. Kant’s criticism of the search for the unconditioned should be seen then as a criticism of this principle, which he renders as follows: ‘if the conditioned is given, then the whole sum of conditions, and hence the absolutely unconditioned, is also given through which alone the conditioned was possible’. This criticism in turn plays a key role in the logon didonai of reason because the principle of sufficient reason sustains a particular conception of reason as a faculty that enables us to gain access to ultimate facts about the universe. By showing how this trusted principle produces a conflict within reason, Kant is able to challenge this conception of reason.

The Antinomy thus fulfils a twofold task: it crosschecks the new method of cognition a priori by showing that any knowledge we purport to have without reference to these a priori conditions is fool’s gold. Most importantly though, it contributes to the task of reason’s self-knowledge by challenging the conception of reason as a disclosive faculty. Therefore, the legitimacy or illegitimacy of our cognitive claims is not to be decided by attempts to get to the ‘real per se’. But how should we go about the task of thinking the objects of pure reason? As revealed in the antinomies, reason’s internal cross-checking mechanism is the familiar principle of contradiction. We learn something about reason through antinomial reasoning, which is what provides here ‘resistance’ and thus also ‘support’ for our thinking. This positive role of contradiction as a boundary-determining operation, indeed, as a tribunal of pure reason, supports the earlier claims that the bounds of rational reflection are not obstacles surveyed from afar, but rather possessions, which we do not hold upon sufferance but which are rightfully ours.
II

The purpose of the tribunal of pure reason is to place metaphysics on the secure path of science. Yet reading the Preface to the first edition of Hegel’s *Science of Logic*, we find a very gloomy assessment of the fortunes of the queen of the sciences. In what seems to be a deliberate echo of the Preface to the first edition of the *Critique of Pure Reason*, Hegel laments that metaphysics has been ‘extirpated root and branch and has vanished from the ranks of sciences’.

The main culprit, he claims, is none other than the ‘exoteric teaching of the Kantian philosophy’, which instructs that the understanding ought not to go beyond experience lest it generate ‘fantasies of the brain’.

Although we are not told what Kant’s *esoteric* teaching might be, we are, I believe, given an important clue by Hegel’s description of the requirement that philosophy must fulfil if it is to be ‘science’. Philosophy, he argues, cannot borrow its method from mathematics, any more than it can rely on the ‘categorical assurances of inner intuition’. Rather, its ‘method of knowing’ must be generated out of its own ‘content’. Although it is as yet unclear how such an autochthonously philosophical method will be generated, it is not difficult to detect in this declaration an echo of the thesis that ‘reason has insight into what it produces after a plan of its own’. As I argued previously, this thesis should be understood as proposing that the claims of reason must be adjudicated internally, rather than by reference to some external realm of facts. However, I have also argued that, for Kant, this claim has a corollary that reason knows itself through self-criticism. Yet in the opening pages of Hegel’s ‘system of pure reason’ we do not find anything that resembles Kant’s direction that reason undertake normative reflection on its claims. Instead, Hegel describes his project as an ‘exposition’ (*Darstellung*) of the ‘self-movement’ of ‘pure thoughts’. 
When he does discuss the normative question — most explicitly in the opening section of the *Logic* entitled ‘With what must science begin?’ — he insists that the content of the *Logic* is immanently organised in a ‘spiritual movement’ that ‘gives itself its own determinateness and in its determinateness its equality with itself’. This may lead us to suspect that, rather than letting thought range ‘unchecked wherever it chooses’, as Walsh fears, Hegel seeks to confine it within a rigorous but quasi-hermetic system that sets its own conditions of intelligibility.

The most powerful version of this criticism has been put forward by Michael Rosen. Rosen’s interpretation is of especial interest because he combines the familiar view of the Kant-Hegel relation I sketched at the beginning of the paper with the one that I would like to defend, namely that dialectic functions as the inner discipline of thought. Rosen attributes to Hegel the belief that ‘philosophy need not be restricted, as Kant had thought it must, to the finite, merely discursive sphere’. On Rosen’s account, Hegel’s supposed abandonment of the ‘discursive sphere’ is a symptom of his ‘speculative Neo-Platonism’. And the problem with speculative Neo-Platonism is that whilst it is wrong, it cannot be shown to be wrong, because its ‘truth’ depends on the dialectical ‘experience of Thought’, which Rosen calls ‘hyperintuition’. What blocks the critical evaluation of Hegel’s claims and ensures the ‘first-hand’ or ‘experiential’ character of dialectical proof is ‘immanent criticism’. Unlike ordinary criticism, immanent criticism absorbs all opposition into itself by working every criticism, or ‘negation’, into a positive result that propels the dialectic forward. Rosen objects that this view of dialectic is peculiar to Hegel and sustained by his ‘speculative-mystical’ conception of thinking. ‘Negation’, he argues,
need not be like chiselling a block of marble, which always leaves a new shape, but more like unravelling a knot in a piece of string.\(^{50}\) On Rosen’s account, therefore, dialectic is indeed the inner discipline of thought, but the condition of engagement with dialectically formed thought is resignation to it and abandonment of our critical faculties. Whilst I think that Rosen is right in criticising the hermeticism and incipient irrationalism of this type of project, I think he wrongly attributes such a project to Hegel. Taking my cue from Hegel’s use of contradiction, which Rosen entirely ignores, I shall argue that the dialectic is a type of antinominal reasoning that is used to determine as fully as possible the bounds of thought.

Hegel says little about bounds (\textit{Grenzen}). What he does say is mainly in the first part of the \textit{Logic}, the Doctrine of Being. His treatment of the topic there, however, shows that the question of bounds remains ‘live’ for the entire ‘system of pure reason’. The concept of ‘bound’ appears in the context of a discussion of ‘determinateness’ (\textit{Bestimmtheit}), that is, of how something can be said, objectively and necessarily, to be so and so. Hegel’s treatment of determinateness in the Doctrine of Being is very similar to Kant’s treatment of definition in the Discipline of Pure Reason. What he is after is the ‘complete, original concept of a thing within the bounds of its concept’ or, in Hegel’s terminology the ‘concrete whole’ in the ‘form of being’ that is ‘posited’ as such in its ‘own self’.\(^{51}\) The concept of ‘bound’ is introduced as a promising candidate for ‘determinateness’. This is because the ‘bound’ of something just is its ‘immanent determination’,\(^{52}\) and thus enables us to think something fully as it is, without reference to any external conditions. However, in what appears to be a sudden change of register, Hegel further identifies
‘bound’ with something ‘finite’. He then explains that finite things ‘are, but the truth of their being is their end’, so that ‘the hour of their birth is the hour of their death’.

How do we get from determining something to finite somethings? The section starts with a problem: we determine something by reference to some ‘other’, which, however, cannot be determined unless our original ‘something’ functions as its ‘other’. This vacillation from one to the other is frustrating because our aim is to capture the ‘isolated’ thing as it is, rather than as it is relative to a set of contingently thrown together ‘others’. One way out of this, Hegel suggests, is by distinguishing between the ‘abstract’, ‘inner quality’, or ‘determination’ of a thing and its ‘external’ or ‘relational’ features. The concept of a ‘bound’ captures the ‘determination’ of something, or what something is, whilst internalising the other-relation that frustrated the previous attempt at ‘determinateness’. The bound is thus the ‘non-being of the other’. The thought here is that in order to determine something, that is, in order to distinguish between the bundles of qualities that make up ‘something’ and ‘other’, we must already somehow be able to distinguish between basic and relational features of each thing. So, for example, to say that the boundary of the desk is its ‘not being’ floor is simply an awkward way of saying that in order to know where one thing stops, or ‘ceases to be’, and an other thing begins, I must already have a sense of the basic ‘determination’ of ‘desk’ and ‘floor’. It is here that Hegel’s discussion takes what looks like a sharp metaphysical turn. ‘Determination’ is explained teleologically as an ‘ought to be’ that something ‘fulfils’. To grasp the ‘immanent determination’ or ‘bound’ of something appears, then, to incur a teleological cost. Now we can see why the entire section bears the heading ‘Finitude’, for if we think
of the telos of something as its being, it is not difficult to interpret ‘bound’ in terms of finite things, whose being is precisely their end. But how useful or even appropriate is it to think about determinateness in this way? We may grant that knowing what something is capable of becoming can help explain why it is the way it is. This type of ‘boundary-setting’, however, is only possible, if we already know what the end of something is, that is, if we already know what is to count as its relevant features (or, thinking dialectically, what the relevant ‘other’ is). But this is precisely what we seek to discover. Since we cannot assume such knowledge as given, the concept of bound must remain empty.

Although the teleological path leads us to a problematic conclusion —we need to presuppose what we seek to discover— Hegel’s teleological elaboration of the concept of ‘bound’ makes, nonetheless, an important contribution to the earlier discussion determinateness. This is initially obscured because Hegel employs a typically allusive vocabulary. ‘Determination’, he argues, is ‘the unrest of the something in its bound (Grenze), in which it [the something] is immanent, an unrest which is the contradiction which impels the something out beyond itself’.\(^59\) Determination appears here to be an organic rather than a logical process. Hegel’s examples re-inforce this impression. He claims, for instance, that the point dialectically transcends its limitation to become a line; that ‘in oxidation’, the base ‘transcends its limit (Schranke) of existing only as a base’;\(^60\) that the plant ‘transcends the limitation of being a seed’ and that ‘in the limitation of hunger’ the sentient creature ‘is the urge to overcome this limitation’.\(^61\) In these examples Hegel uses ‘limit’ (Schranke) to refer to a particular state of something, the state of being a point, a base, a seed, hungry, etc. Although these examples can be read teleologically,
the emphasis is not on the purported telos of the something, but on the instability of its ‘limit’: thus, points become lines, bases oxidise, etc. What is the significance of this for determinateness? It means, quite simply, that in order to identify something as a seed, one needs to know all sorts of things about seeds, including that they grow into plants, but that not all one knows to be true of seeds is relevant in determining ‘seed’. This is a clarification or ‘exposition’ (Darstellung) of the original question of determinateness. By the end of the section on bounds, we discover that what we seek is a way of re-identifying something in different contexts, or of recognising it through its different states, or again, of taking the ‘limits’ of the thing as belonging in its ‘immanent determination’ or ‘bound’. This, however, is not a summative process, whereby every possible state or ‘limit’ of the thing is added up, but rather a selective process, because not everything that is the case about something counts as its immanent determination. It is in summing up these results that Hegel makes the famous claim that to fix a limit (Schranke) is already to transcend it. 62

But what sort of outcome is this? We are certainly not given a set of instructions for achieving determinateness. Do we then have a positive result, a ‘new shape’ as Rosen suggests? It does not quite seem so. What we find out is that adequately to bound something, or to obtain a genuinely immanent determination, we must be satisfied that the elements or ‘limits’ (Schranke) we select are not arbitrarily chosen features, or as Hegel says later, the result of merely ‘external reflection of the subjective thinker’. 63 Should this then be understood as a negative result, an admission that we simply don’t know in what immanent determination consists? This does not seem right either, for what
Hegel is thematising here is the question of criteria. He claims that determining is a kind of choosing that involves reflection on what counts as immanent, essential, relevant, etc. It turns out, therefore, that to determine something we need also to have an account of how such determining works. To put it differently: the other-relation that is internalised in the notion of a ‘bound’ gradually comes to mean not a relation between things or between states of a thing, but between what is being thought and thinking itself. Since what is at issue is precisely determinateness, however, we have no independent insight into the second-order question of what is required for determination in this demanding sense. This is Hegel’s version of the Kantian claim that we cannot compare the object with its concept because we think the object through its concept. We could say, therefore, that Hegel’s argument advances by determining further our original question of ‘determinateness’. It addresses the question as to how something can be said, objectively and necessarily, to be so and so. The clarification or exposition of this question, in turn, takes the form of criticism of those approaches that are found wanting and are, therefore, ruled out. Contrary to Rosen’s suggestion, then, we can see that dialectic resembles neitheruntying a knot in a piece of string nor chiselling marble. It is better described as a critique of thought. This, of course, is not a term that Hegel uses, unless, that is, he is criticising the Kantian version. But Hegel does have a precise equivalent, which he uses to designate the self-criticism of thought. This term, which is a key element of the dialectic, is ‘contradiction’.

Hegel’s discussion of contradiction has not generally been well-received. His apparent endorsement of contradiction is indeed puzzling. To make matters worse, he says
contradictory things about contradiction. In the section on bounds that we have just discussed, ‘contradiction’ is presented as a *problem* for thought; Hegel shows that in seeking to determine something both as it changes and as it is essentially, thought is ‘caught up’ and ‘held’ in contradiction. Yet he also asserts that ‘intelligent reflection…consists in grasping and asserting contradiction’. How are we to make sense of this? We need to begin by forming a clearer idea about what Hegel means by ‘contradiction’. This is not as obvious as some critics have insisted. Like Kant, Hegel is not interested in mere pairs of opposites, but in what we may call ‘conditioned’ pairs of opposites. Kant explains this by contrasting the statement ‘all bodies are either good-smelling or not good-smelling’ with the pair ‘all bodies have a good smell’/ ‘all bodies have a smell that is not good’. The difference consists in this: the latter has a hidden premise, ‘all bodies have a smell’, which may or may not be true, since it could be that some bodies have no smell at all (in Kant’s terminology the latter is a pair of ‘dialectical contradictories’). The idea of the hidden premise, which Kant employs here, is also central to Hegel’s argument in the *Logic*. Although Kant attributes this type of argumentation to Zeno, whom he praises for being ‘subtle dialectician’, its more immediate source is a scolastic argument about essential predication. Hegel’s reliance on this argument is most in evidence in the section on Judgement. Hegel uses the example: ‘this action is good’. The predicate ‘good’ gives us the essential property of the action, it cannot change without the action’s changing. By contrast, a predicate designating a contingent property can change without affecting the subject. What enables us to identify the subject and ‘posit’ (*ponere*) its determination is a hidden premise, which, in this example, can be something like: ‘helping a friend in need’. In the type of judgement treated in this scolastic argument,
therefore, we have another promising candidate for determinatness. On Hegel’s definition, indeed, ‘judgement’ just is ‘the determinateness of the Notion posited in the Notion itself’.\textsuperscript{72} ‘Judgement’ is thus a form of ‘bound’ that enables us to grasp the ‘underlying notion’, or ‘the essence’ of the thing.\textsuperscript{73} Significantly, however, Hegel focuses neither on the subject nor on the predicate terms of judgement, but rather, on what Kant calls the \textit{Verhältniswort}, the ‘small word “is”’, which ‘serves to posit the predicate in its relation to the subject’.\textsuperscript{74} Having pared down the unit ‘\(s \text{ is } P\)’ to the unifying function of ‘is’, Hegel then claims that, in order to fulfil this function, ‘is’ must also ‘posit’ an ‘is not’ relation:

\begin{quote}
What the judgement enunciates to start with is that \textit{the subject is the predicate}; but since the predicate is supposed \textit{not} to be what the subject is, we are faced with a \textit{contradiction} which must \textit{resolve} itself, pass over into a result.\textsuperscript{75}
\end{quote}

The contradiction arises because, for the judgement to be both genuinely informative and essentially determining, the copula must have both a predicative function (‘\(s \text{ is } P\)’ is informative, if \(P\) is different from \(s\)) and an identity function (‘\(s \text{ is } P\)’ is determining, if \(P\) is \(s\) and nothing else).\textsuperscript{76} At first brush, this seems like an artificial problem. When I say ‘this action is good’ I \textit{don’t} also say ‘this action is not good’. True, ‘good’ is also predictable of other subjects, besides this one. Using ‘\(s \text{ is not } P\)’, ‘this action is not good’, to express the thought that universals determine by being predicatable to more than one particular seems forced. This ‘contradiction’ arises only because we have an ambitious conception of determination: we want to form a judgement that is \textit{both} genuinely informative and essentially determining. We could say, then, that the ‘hidden premise’
that produces the contradiction is the conception of determination we started with. But this is not the whole story. For what we are confronted with here is a variation on the problem of bounds: that which enables us to grasp the thing as it is is a relation to an ‘other’. In the context of the discussion of bounds, the question at issue is: what is the relevant ‘other’? Here, the question is: what is the nature of this other-relation? In judgement, the ‘other’ of the subject under determination is the predicate and thus the relation that gives us the concept of the thing just is the thing; the ‘determinateness of the Notion’ is ‘posited in the Notion itself’, or, in Hegel’s examples, ‘this action is good’, ‘Gaius is learned’, ‘the rose is a plant’. But successful predication in these instances is premised on a further other-relation that is only implicitly acknowledged in these judgements. What enables us to identify the subject as so and so is a further ‘hidden’ premise about this action, Gaius, or the rose. So, although subject and predicate are held together in a single judgement, the way this judgement determines depends on a more complex procedure than that given in ‘s is P’. Hegel’s insistence that s is also not P simply alerts us to this. Contradiction thus serves to exhibit the complexity of judgement by complicating the seemingly straightforward role of the copula ‘is’.

We can see now that contradiction is not part of a mystical or irrationalist project, but rather an integral part of the dialectical ‘bounding’ of thought, by means of which Hegel seeks to sharpen the questions that arise in trying to think even the simplest thing, viz. what something is. It has a ‘boundary-setting’ role in that it encourages us to search for reasons for the conceptual choices we make and for the intellectual commitments we undertake in using terms such as ‘subject’, ‘predicate’, ‘particular’, ‘universal’. Hegel’s
project can, therefore, properly be called a ‘critique of thought’. This is a critique with emphatically positive results: the unconditioned or absolute determinateness of the ‘Idea’. However, the ‘Idea’ is not an extra piece of knowledge, but merely the end point of a line of argument that Hegel pursues in the Doctrine of Notion and that aims to present (darstellen) thought as a unity of thought and thinking, or of determination and conditions of determination. The key, or in Hegel’s terms, the ‘soul and substance’ of the Logic is the dialectical discipline: the fullest determination of the bounds of thought is thus not contained in the absolute Idea but dialectically thought through.

We are now in position to see that, despite the important differences between Kantian critique and Hegelian dialectic, both projects present us with a similar conception of the task of philosophy. Both identify philosophy as a search for rational self-knowledge. From our contemporary perspective, informed largely by a deflationary conception of the role of philosophical reflection, this kind of search appears foredoomed. However, as I have sought to show, despite their cognitive confidence and philosophical ambition, these projects are not predicated on an assumption of rational impeccability or transparency. Rather, the pursuit of rational self-knowledge takes the form of an exposition of the bounds of thought.
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